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World Bank Group Debars Louis Berger Group

World Bank Group Debars Louis Berger Group<br /><br />The World Bank Group announced the debarment of Louis Berger Group, Inc. (LBG) for one
year for engaging in corrupt practices under two Bank-financed projects in Vietnam.  The Bank also imposed a one-year conditional non-debarment on
Berger Group Holdings, Inc. (BGH), LBGs corporate parent.<br />Under two World Bank-financed projects, the Third Rural Transport and Da Nang
Priority Infrastructure Investment Projects, in Vietnam, the company made corrupt payments to government officials. In addition, BGH failed to effectively
supervise LBG and thus bears responsibility for LBGs misconduct.<br />A World Bank inquiry into the company led LBG to conduct its own internal
investigation in accordance with terms agreed to by the Bank, uncover the misconduct, and disclose its findings to the World Bank.  During the pendency
of the investigation, BGH voluntarily restrained from bidding for any other World Bank-financed contracts.  <br />"A companys response to misconduct is
clear evidence of where its commitment to integrity lies," said Leonard Frank McCarthy, World Bank Integrity Vice President. "What this case
demonstrates is an investigative process and outcome that has pushed the company to take remedial action toward achieving a stronger standard of
compliance and accountability across the board."<br />Under the terms of the sanctions, LBG and BGH must take appropriate remedial measures to
address the misconduct for which they have been sanctioned, and adopt and implement an effective integrity compliance program consistent with World
Bank guidelines.  <br /><br />Media Contacts<br />In Washington<br />Dina El Naggar<br />Tel : (202) 473-3245<br />delnaggar@worldbank.org<br
/>For Broadcast Requests<br />Mehreen Sheikh<br />Tel : (202) 458-7336<br /> msheikh1@worldbankgroup.org <br /><img src="http://www.
pressrelations.de/new/pmcounter.cfm?n_pinr_=587769" width="1" height="1">
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The World Bank is a vital source of financial and technical assistance to developing countries around the world.
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